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Abstract

Learning language and literacy at a young age is important, as children’s early language ability can impact their later educational success [1][2]. However, one of the major barriers to early language and literacy learning for many children around the globe is a lack of resources in homes and schools. A variety of technological interventions, such as TV series and educational apps, were designed to help overcome such barriers and support children’s learning. However, not all of them necessarily provide children with conversational experiences, which have been found to significantly impact the children’s language-related neural development [3]. Among a variety of educational media, embodied interactive agents (e.g., social robots) seem to be an effective yet resource-efficient tool that can enable children to learn through conversational turn taking. Specifically, embodied interactive agents can serve as learning companions for young children and provide more interactive and immersive learning experience.

I explored how social robots could help promote children’s language and literacy learning. More specifically, I designed and computationally created a collaborative, engaging learning interaction between a robot and a child who play as peers. First, I designed a tablet-based literacy learning game called WordQuest using the design principles for educational games. Second, I developed a reinforcement learning model that enabled the robot to adaptively switch its collaborative roles (e.g., expert and novice roles) in a way that promoted children’s best learning. Third, I conducted an experiment with three conditions, which were fixed expert robot, fixed novice robot, and adaptive role switching robot, and tested on 60 children recruited from a local primary school in Boston. Last, I evaluated how the robot’s collaborative roles differentially affected children’s learning performance, engagement, and perception of the learning experiences. I found out that children across the three conditions all learned new words and had a very positive experience of playing WordQuest with the robot. In addition, children interacting with the adaptive robot consistently outperformed children from the other two conditions in terms of vocabulary acquisition and retention.
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Chapter 1: Overview

Introduction

Learning language at a young age is very crucial for children’s later educational success (e.g., [1],[2]). It is also crucial for second language learners to start learning a language before the age of 10 in order to achieve proficiency similar to that of a native speaker [4]. However, a major problem faced by many children in the world today in learning a language is a lack of resources and developmentally important stimulation in their homes and schools. This lack of relevant resources and experiences for many young children leads to a detrimental effect on their language and literacy development. For example, preschool-age children raised in families with lower socio-economic status (SES) had significantly smaller vocabularies than children with a higher SES background, and these differences even magnified over time [2]. With technological advances, children’s language environments can now be captured and automatically analyzed in a home setting via the Language Environment Analysis (LENA) system [5]. Using the LENA system, recent studies found out that the substantial disparities in SES not only exist in children’s vocabularies but also in vocalizations, adult-child interactions and exposure to daily adult words [5]. Another recent study in 2018 found through a story-listening functional MRI task that children’s conversational experience is associated with the activation of their left inferior frontal (Broca’s area), which is crucial for language-related brain function[3]. The results from the study suggested that conversational turn taking – over and above SES – impacts young children’s neural language processing [3]. From these studies and reports, we know that a lack of resources and inadequate early childhood education can negatively impact children’s brain development and verbal aptitude.

Indeed, this challenge in children’s language learning and development is a global issue. Normile (2017) recently wrote in Science that a huge urban-rural gap in educational achievement exists in China. In China, millions of rural children are left behind by their parents who migrate to the booming cities for work. These children grow up with their grandparents who had limited education themselves [6]. Normile (2017) states that these left-behind children have “little cognitive stimulation in the crucial first years of life” and had limited exposure to language and
literacy learning opportunities, due to lack of educational resources in rural areas and their grandparents’ incapability of reading to them. As a result, China’s rural children are both physically and mentally at an increasing disadvantage, according to Normile (2017). Other regions in the world, such as sub-Saharan Africa, are also facing similar challenges. Around 80.8 million children of ages 3 and 4 in low- and middle-income countries experienced low cognitive and/or socioemotional development in 2010 [7]. It was estimated in 2007 that 61% of children in Sub-Saharan Africa fail to meet their developmental potential [8]. In Mozambique, only 4 percent of children enroll in preschool, the majority of whom are from higher socio-economic status populations [9]. Thus, early childhood learning and development is a pressing global issue.

Educational Media & Technology for Children’s Learning

Finding alternative ways to supplement language education for unprivileged populations is particularly crucial. To overcome this global challenge, a variety of media technologies and platforms are used to facilitate children’s pre-school learning. These can fall into the categories of passive media (e.g., TV, radio, etc.) or interactive media (e.g., mobile apps, digital learning materials, etc.), or socially interactive media (e.g., remote tutors via video chat platforms, virtual agents, etc.).

Passive Media. Emerging in the early 1990s, a variety of passively viewed “educational” video collections (e.g., Baby Genius, Sesame Street) and television series (e.g., Blue’s Clues, Dora the Explorer) became prevalent and easily accessible in the market [10][11][12][13]. Utilizing these media broadcast-based technologies had great potential, such as wide accessibility. However, prior research showed mixed results for passive education media’s effectiveness in helping children learn. Some studies showed a positive effect of viewing broadcast programs on young children’s vocabulary learning [14][15][16]. In one study, 3- and 5-year-old preschoolers who individually viewed animated programs on screen that introduced new words in a story context were able to comprehend some of the target words after two viewings [15]. The findings were replicated in another study with 3-year-olds [16]. However, some other studies showed that young children were not learning effectively from these popular “educational” screen media [17][18].
Although the effect of children viewing the videos or TV series alone was mixed, the presence of a competent and active co-viewer watching the videos or series with children significantly improve children’s learning [19][20][21][22]. In one study, when watching *Sesame Street* with an adult who asked the children questions and provided them with feedback, 3- and 5-year-old children were able to better name and identify letters and numbers shown on the programs after the viewing [20]. These results showed that the passive educational media can be helpful in promoting children’s learning with the presence of active parental co-viewing, but the educational effectiveness of the media alone is more questionable.

**Interactive Digital Media.** Interactive educational media emerged in the 2000s with the rising prevalence of computers and later mobile devices. Unlike videos or TV series, educational computer programs and mobile education apps support interactivity. Computers support interactive activities such as clicking and typing, and mobile devices have a variety of interactive features, including touch screen, GPS, QR codes/mobile tagging, and gestural input. For example, touch screen allows children to manipulate the educational contents on the screen by tapping, dragging, rotating and swiping the device. With these built-in features on mobile devices, contingent interactivity is very common in nowadays educational apps. One study done by the Joan Ganz Cooney Center in 2015 analyzed a sample of 183 top apps targeting childhood education in popular app stores [23]. They found out that 92% of the sample apps contained some form of animation, and 45% of the apps had interactive “hotspots,” which make noise or animate when touched [23].

The contingent interactivity of educational apps that broadcast media lacks enables children to take a more active role in learning. For example, children can shape and change the progress of a digital game or a program based on how they respond to the game or program. They can also see the immediate feedback or effect of their responses, actions or answers. Prior research suggested that the interactive media has greater potential in promoting children’s learning compared to passively watching videos [24][25]. In addition, this responsiveness of interactive media can also provide children a feeling of accomplishment, which they don’t have when passively watching videos [26]. Furthermore, some well-designed educational apps that align with the science of how young children learn were found effective in children’s language learning [27][28]. For
example, two vocabulary-focused apps designed for children ages 3 to 7 (Martha Speaks and Super Why) were found to increase young low-income children’s vocabulary by up to 27% in a 2-week period [28]. Thus, the interactive media seems to hold promise for children’s learning.

As mobile devices become more ubiquitous over time, interactive digital media’s potential impact on the global literacy challenge is further magnified, even in low SES families and in developing countries. It is now possible to deploy inexpensive android-based devices (e.g., smartphones) at scale to different regions and areas in the world. One Laptop per Child [29] pioneered the deployment of inexpensive, robust hardware devices to developing countries. However, the devices lacked a breadth and depth of educational content. Later initiatives, such as the Global Literacy Project, leveraged the growing ubiquity of mobile devices and the ability to distribute a large repertoire of digital education media (e.g., educational apps, digitized books, educational videos) in these underserved areas to focus on the content and understanding how children can learn collectively [30][31][32][33][34]. For example, the Global Literacy Project highlighted the importance of child-driven learning process where children collaboratively play the educational apps as a group [32]. These core insights from child-driven learning were first articulated in the Hole-In-The-Wall experiment [35]. However, whereas the Hole-In-The-Wall studies focused on emergent computer literacy among children, the Global Literacy Initiative focused on early literacy skills. In principle, Internet connectively to cloud-backend content education service can support the rapid deployment of a very large amount of educational materials far more cost effectively than the distribution of physical books, as well as supporting frequent updates to that content and tracking of student engagement to personalize learning.

Despite the substantial promise of interactive media technology in making a large-scale impact, it is still important to know how children use the technology. Without properly being used, it may still fail to delivery effective learning to children. A 10-year-long observational study by Neuman and Celano (2012) found out that children from a low socio-economic and an affluent neighborhoods used digital educational resources (computers and literacy software) in very different ways, even though the two groups in the study had adequate amount of the resources and invested similar effort in using them for learning [36][37]. According to the study, parents from the higher socio-economic neighborhood used the computer games as a tool to facilitate
lessons on literacy learning, whereas parents with a lower socioeconomic status let their children use the computers without interacting with them or giving them any feedback even when their children were struggling. From this study, Neuman and Celano (2012) indicated that the digital divide also existed in the intangible resources – the active participation of parents or adults in children’s literacy learning process [37]. Though the access gap in material resources may narrow enabled by the ubiquitous use of mobile devices, this “participation gap” affects how these educational media are used and how well children can learn using the media. Thus, to effectively foster children’s learning, social interaction seems to be a crucial component besides merely educational resource.

**Socially Interactive Media.** In past two decades, a variety of socially interactive media emerged to facilitate children’s learning. One type of socially interactive media is video-chat platforms such as Skype and FaceTime [38][39]. Video chat technology has both features of screen media and features of in-person communication. One feature that this communication tool and live interaction both have is social interaction. Children can directly engage with other children or adults on video chat. This platform enables children to communicate with others who don’t unnecessarily share physical space with them. It has been shown effective in helping young children learn what the on-screen person teaches in prior studies [40][41]. For example, Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (2014) showed that the video chat technology supports children’s vocabulary learning due to the presence of its social contingency with an on-screen person [40]. According to the study, children only learned words in socially contingent interactions (in-person communication and video chat) but not in non-contingent prerecorded video training condition [40]. Given this great potential, some applications have been developed based on this in-person live video [42][43]. For instance, the app *Kindoma* allows shared reading between two people via video chat [42]. Another video chat platform, *VIP KID*, that allows American teachers to teach children in other countries English [43]. Both *Kindoma* and *VIP KID* provide video chat platforms where two partners (often a child and an adult) can see learning materials, each other’s face and each other’s touch interactions on the screen [42] [43]. Despite great efficacy, language learning through live video may be costly and inaccessible to children from disadvantaged neighborhoods, as it requires the presence of another person on the platform during learning.
Unlike video chat platforms, virtual agents and physical agents are two types of low-cost quasi-socially interactive media for learning. In prior research, virtual agent participated in a variety of learning activities with children together as a peer [44][45]. Another type of quasi-socially interactive media is physical agents such as social robots. Unlike virtual agents, social robots have a physical embodiment. They have been extensively used in early childhood education in the past decade in different contexts (e.g., storytelling, second language learning, literacy learning), and were shown as an effective tool for children’s learning [46][47][48]. More details on how social robots help children learn is presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 2: Related Work

For language learning, many educational technologies do not provide social context and interaction that is crucial for young children to effectively learn a language. According to Kuhl (2007, 2011), lacking social interaction with a partner may even impair young children’s language learning [49][50]. Thus, the key questions are how to design educational technologies by drawing insights from the empirical research on how young children learn and grow, how to incorporate social components into educational technologies, and what media technologies have potential to best promote children’s language learning.

Among all the platforms, socially interactive technology seems most promising, as it is able to integrate social components into young children’s learning. Social robotics is a great representative of socially interactive technology that is both effective and resource-efficient. Prior research showed that social robotics is a more effective platform in improving people’s learning, sustaining their engagement or leading to greater behavior change, when compared with virtual agents or non-socially-interactive devices (e.g., tablets) [51][52][53][54][55]. Although social robotics is still in its infancy, it is developing rapidly in the past decade and will soon become more easily accessible than ever before. For example, the first commercialized social robot for the home, Jibo, was just released in 2017 [56], and makes long-term deployment of this socially interactive technology for language and literacy learning in under-resourced areas possible in near future.

Social Robots that Help Children Learn

Social robots can help young children develop and learn in different educational contexts (e.g., storytelling, coding, math) [46][47][48][57][58][59]. Due to its increasing accessibility and recent technological improvements, they have also been used for educational purposes more extensively than ever before. When compared with passive media technologies (e.g., on-screen media), socially interactive robots have demonstrated their better effectiveness in teaching students language skills in prior work [60][61]. Kanero et al. (2018) provided a thorough review of past research on using social robots for young children’s language learning, and suggested that robots can more effectively teach children than other digital devices [62]. In addition, social
robotic technology provides opportunities for children to learn through peer modeling. Prior studies have shown that children mimic a peer-like social robot’s behaviors and mindsets (e.g., robot’s growth mindset and curiosity) [63][64]. Peer modeling, indeed, can be beneficial to the development of social interaction skills in young children, especially those with special needs. For example, peer-mediated interventions increase the social interaction skills in children with autism [65], and children with disabilities improve their social behavior skills through imitating typical peers [66]. Thus, social robotic technology provides social components essential for learning to happen and is a very promising tool for young children to learn and develop language and social skills.

**Robot-as-Tutor.** Social robots have also been designed to interact with children as either tutors or instructors [67][68][59]. Prior research on early childhood language learning showed that children learn more effectively when a competent person uses scaffolding strategies to teach a child as well as provide clear guidance, explanations and feedback to the child [69]. Thus, situating a social robot as a tutor holds promise in effectively teaching children’s language.

**Robot-as-Tutee.** Children can also learn from teaching a robot how to learn. In different educational contexts, robots were situated as a supportive peer [46][70][71] or younger students whom the children need to help or teach [72][73]. This learning-through-teaching paradigm also has several benefits. First, a robot can learn in reverse about a child’s ability level from children’s demonstrations to the robot, and the information obtained from children’s teaching can be used to build computational models to personalize learning contents matched to the child’s knowledge level. Second, situating a robot as a younger learner also creates more fun and makes more acceptable for robot’s technical limitations and mistakes [74].

**Peer-based Interaction.** Social, robots have been designed to engage children as a supportive peer [46][70][71], or even as a less knowledgeable peer whom a child can help teach [72][73]. This provides opportunities for children to learn through peer-peer inspired interaction and peer modeling. Prior studies have shown that children mimic a peer-like social robot’s behaviors and mindsets (e.g., robot’s growth mindset and curiosity) [63][64]. Peer modeling, indeed, can be beneficial to the development of social interaction skills in young children. For example, peer-
mediated interventions increase the social interaction skills in children with autism [65], and children with disabilities improve their social behavior skills through imitating typical peers [66]. Thus, social robotic technology provides social components essential for learning to happen and is a very promising tool for young children to learn and develop language and social skills.

**Personalized Interaction for Children’s Learning**

Young children learn a language at different paces in different ways, which motivates the case for personalized learning experiences that support the child as needed. For example, prior studies showed that children as young as 20 months differed in terms of the style with which children approach the language learning task [75]. Another study showed that differences in learning styles among children still exist as late as 14 years old [76]. Thus, educational technologies need to personalize their interaction with individual children based on the children’s learning styles and knowledge states with the attempt of promoting the best learning.

Compared with educational systems lacking personalization, some interactive systems that were able to adapt to individual students resulted in students’ greater engagement and/or greater learning outcomes [77][78][79][80]. Similarly, personalizing child-robot interaction for language learning has great potential for improving the child’s overall learning performance and engagement. For example, a robot tutor that provides personalized affective feedback to a child increases children’s valence for second language learning over a duration of two months, whereas a non-personalizing robot does not bring such change to children [71]. Another study shows that personalizing a robot’s actions to an individual student’s strengths and weakness accelerates students’ solving speed of grid-based logic puzzles and yields other significant benefits in educational human-technology interactions [81]. Other researchers investigated how a robot tutor could deliver personalized learning tasks and improve students’ learning effectiveness by computationally modeling the child’s knowledge states and acquisition level [82][83].

To create a personalized learning experience for students, a variety of computational models have been used. Some researchers model student’s knowledge states using Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) [83][84], while others design action-based policy to personalize sequences of learning activities and teaching strategies through Partial Observable Markov Decision Processes.
(POMDPs) [85], Multi-Armed Bandit [86] and Reinforcement Learning [87][88][89]. Empirical data showed that these above personalization models can enable the tutoring and teaching systems to help students achieve significantly better learning performance.
Chapter 3: Thesis Contributions

This thesis explores how to design socially interactive technology that can create social, supportive, playful and engaging contexts for young children’s growth. While this thesis focuses primarily on literacy learning, this kind of child-technology interaction framework may also support other aspects of children’s learning (e.g., attitude learning, math). In the thesis, a social robot is introduced as a learning peer and used to play a tablet-based collaborative game called WordQuest with a child. The thesis will talk about how to design this educational game play between a robot and a child to foster children’s learning and engagement. Then, the thesis will introduce one innovative way to create peer-to-peer learning between the robot and the child, which is to computationally enable the robot to adaptively switch its role between a tutor role and a tutee role when playing the WordQuest game with the child.

I propose a novel educational technology system that seamlessly integrates the three fields: social robotics, educational game design, and personalized learning. More specifically, my thesis investigates:

the design and evaluation of a fully autonomous social robot that can adaptively switch its collaborative role and personalize its teaching strategies when playing a tablet-based vocabulary learning game with a child to improve vocabulary learning and engagement. I will compare this novel system against a robot that takes expert role only and one that takes a novice role only.

In this context, I will explore the following research questions:

First, I will explore what collaborative roles a social robot can exhibit during its language game play with a child, and analyze the value of each for supporting children’s learning. I hypothesize that the two social roles (expert and novice) have differential values in children’s learning. For example, a novice robot who asks a child to help it solve a task or correct its mistake may evoke the child’s greater engagement and curiosity in learning, and give children more opportunities to practice. Conversely, an expert robot who demonstrates its knowledge to a child and provides hints to the child may accelerate the child’s learning speed, deepen the child’s
understanding of the knowledge, and reduce children’s frustration evoked by learning difficulties during game play.

Second, I will explore how to computationally implement a robot’s role-switching policy that intelligently utilize data on child’s current learning states to figure out the most appropriate role to exhibit for next child-robot turn. To evaluate the effectiveness of this policy, I will compare how the performance of children who interact with this adaptive role-switching robot with the performance of children who interact with only an expert role robot, and those who interact with only a novice role robot. This comparison in performance across the three roles (novice, expert, adaptive) will shed lights on how to design an effective personalized role-switching policy that can adapt to individual children in a future long-term interaction with the robot.

Social Robot’s Adaptive Role Switching

Prior studies indicate differential advantages and benefits of robot’s roles (tutor, tutee) for young children’s learning (chapter 2). In work done so far, the robot’s role was always fixed (either a tutor role or a tutee role) in this context, and social robots didn’t switch roles when engaging in educational game play with a child. Given the differential advantages of both roles, Vogt et al. (2017) suggested it a desirable way to frame the robot as a peer yet act as more like a tutor that can scaffold children’s learning based on “pedagogically well-established strategies” [90]. However, Vogt et al. (2017) did not address the possibility of a robot switching roles within learning interactions. Thus, the adaptive role-switching of social robots is still under-explored yet has distinct potential for promoting children’s learning from the perspective of the Science of Learning. Children learn and reach learning goals more effectively in a flexible context that scaffolds their exploration, supports their questioning, and guides their discovery [91]. Since the robot’s tutor role is able to provide scaffolding and guidance and the robot’s tutee role provides children with opportunities to explore and question, we hypothesize that the adaptive role-switching would be superior to either of the fixed tutor and fixed tutee roles alone with respect to facilitating children’s learning.

In addition, this adaptive role-switching may also create bidirectional, peer-to-peer learning opportunities, which would be fruitful for children’s learning from the lens of cooperative peer
In a cooperative learning setting, peers work together to accomplish shared goals. More specifically, Tharpe and Gallimore (1988) state that peer models facilitate children’s assisted performance [92]. During interactions between the peers, the children are motivated to actively participate and guide each other in the direction of a shared endeavor, and collaborate in bi-directional nature [92]. Thus, enabling a social robot to switch its roles and interact with children as a collaborative learning peer may effectively promote children’s learning.

Despite the great potential of social robot’s adaptive role-switching, no studies examined this role-switching framework in the context of early childhood education, and only one study so far explored the use of robot’s role-switching in the field of child-robot interaction [93]. Specifically, this study explored how a robot adaptively switched its role between leader and follower in order to intrinsically motivate children to learn creative dance [93]. In this study, the child first took a follower role and later switched to a leader role. The results showed that this role-switching system is an effective tool to motivate students to stay engaged in the activity [93].

Given that robot’s role-switching for children’s learning holds distinct promise yet is still under-explored, my thesis work is to enable a social robot to adaptively switch its roles (expert tutor, novice tutee) and adapt to the child’s needs when playing a tablet-based vocabulary learning game with a child. For example, the robot could be an expert tutor when the child is struggling with understanding targeted learning contents. The expert tutor role would enable children to learn from the robot’s demonstrations and rationale. In the same interaction, the robot could also switch to a novice tutee role when such a role would better facilitate the child’s learning given the child’s current knowledge and affective states. Being a learner, the robot could ask the child to help it solve a challenge, or intentionally make mistakes for the child to correct them. This novice tutee role allows children to learn by teaching a robot how to learn. Inspired by both the learning by teaching approach and the learning from demonstration approach, my research explores how to design the social robot’s role switching policy and child-robot interaction framework in the context of language learning and how different ways of learnings (e.g., adaptive role switching, learning by teaching, learning from demonstration) affect children’s learning and engagement.
Child-Robot Game Play for Learning

In prior studies, it is a commonly used interaction paradigm that a child and a robot play a game on a tablet [83][64][71][94]. However, they didn’t explicitly show what principles are employed to guide the design of the tablet-based games the robot and child play with. The focus is more on the interaction design between the robot and the child rather than evaluating the educational value of the game itself. However, the design of tablet-based educational games can significantly affect children’s learning and engagement as mentioned [27]. Thus, my work will explicitly incorporate principles for educational apps and for game design into the tablet-game the child and robot will play with, and evaluate the educational value of the game using existing frameworks in educational apps and game design. A rigorous design of the game activity would help promote the best learning of children, along with a robot learning companion.

Personalization & Adaptation

In work done so far, no studies have constructed a computational role-switching model in the context of early childhood learning. My work would be the first one to explore how to build a computational model enabling a robot to switch its role between expert and novice based on the child’s learning states. Getting the inspiration from both affective computing and personalized teaching strategies for the intelligent tutoring system, I build a reinforcement learning model that dictates a robot’s role-switching strategy. Reinforcement Learning is chosen mainly for its support for personalization. More specifically, it is trained across multiple students to obtain a baseline model and becomes adaptive and personalized to an individual student given the rewards from the student.

Since the comparative study in this thesis consists of only two 25-min learning sessions, the personalization effect of the role-switching policy may not be significant across individual children in the study. However, the data collected from it will be analyzed to understand on how to build more effective and engagement-promoting personalization/adaptation mechanisms for future long-term studies (e.g., 6-month studies with multiple repeated encounters), and what attributes or features about children may play critical roles in such mechanisms. Thus, this thesis
hopes to provide insights and suggestion on how to design long-term personalized role-switching policy for children’s learning.

In sum, my contributions are as follows:

- New educational game app based on science of learning.
- New computational framework where to enable a socially interactive robot and a child to foster children’s learning and engagement.
- New peer-to-peer learning paradigm between the robot and the child, which is to computationally enable the robot to adaptively switch its role between an expert role and a novice role when playing the game with the child.
- New comparative study showing differential impact of the robot’s three collaborative roles (expert, novice, adaptive role switching) on children’s learning and engagement.
Chapter 4: Interactive Learning Framework & Architecture

System Design

In this section I give an overview of my WordQuest integrated system for collecting multimodal data, analyzing children’s learning state and modeling robot’s role-switching behaviors during interactive game play. The child-robot interaction paradigm is displayed in Figure 1, and the full system architecture is outlined in Figure 2. The system consists of 5 major modules: Interaction Controller, WordQuest Game Platform, Agent Model, Student State and Data Collection. The Interaction Controller functions as a hub for the entire system, connecting Student State, Data Collection, and Agent Model modules together. When a child is playing the game with a robot, the child’s learning performance and engagement level will be recorded via Student State Module and sent to the hub module Interaction Controller. Based on the data about student state and game state received from Interaction Controller, the Agent Model will generate the most appropriate role and corresponding behaviors for the next child-robot turn. Furthermore, the WordQuest Game Platform, controlled by the Interaction Controller, is the WordQuest app that both the child and robot directly interact with. Each of the modules will be explained in later subsections.

Last, this integrated system is very flexible and can be easily adapted to other child-robot interaction paradigms. For example, the Student State, Agent and WordQuest Game Platform modules are easily reconfigurable to support a variety of learning tasks and educational games. Sensors inside Data Collection modules can be easily added or removed.
Figure 1. Child-robot interaction paradigm.

Figure 2. Diagram of interactive system for child-robot peer-learning.

**WordQuest Game Platform**

The WordQuest platform is an integrated system that enables a fully autonomous social robot to behave as a learning companion and provide social contexts for a child to learn English.
vocabulary words. The child and robot work together to play the WordQuest game on a tablet. During the game play, the robot adaptively and decides what social roles (e.g., expert, novice) and actions it should take for next turn, based on the child’s learning state, so as to promote the child’s vocabulary learning and engagement.

The game is implemented in the Unity 3D game engine, which supports flexible updates and changes of learning curriculums. The game has a big background scene (e.g., outdoor scene), which contains a variety of 2D animated, clickable objects. Currently, the game has two scenes (outdoor and indoor), which are shown in Figure 3. A user can pan around the scene, zoom in and out, and click interactive objects. In total the game has around 50 clickable objects, which are mapped to the 50 basic English words preschoolers need to know or learn. In addition, the game has two game modes: Explore Mode and Mission Mode, as shown in Figure 3. In the Explore Mode, the user can click an object in the scene, and then hear its pronunciation as well as see its spelling in the game. In the Mission Mode, the user will receive a variety of game missions. Each game mission contains one advanced vocabulary word that the child needs to learn. For example, “gigantic” is the key vocabulary word in the mission “can you spy objects that are gigantic”. The child learns the meaning of the keyword in a game mission by searching objects and finding out whether those objects are correct ones for the mission. To find an object, the child needs to pronounce the English word representing that object. Their speech can be recorded and sent to SpeechAce for phoneme-level accuracy analysis [95]. Since a child and a robot play this tablet-based game together, the tablet app provides a shared context between the child and robot [46][70].
Today, research has provided a variety of guidelines and principles for designers who develop educational games targeting young children [96][27]. To design educational apps that promote the best learning, Hirsh-Pasek et al. (2015) suggested to use the Science of Learning as a guide for educational principles and proposed four evidence-based design principles for educational apps, which are “active,” “engaged,” “meaningful,” and “socially interactive” in the service of a learning goal [27]. The WordQuest game is designed under these four design principles for educational apps from the field of Learning Science [27].

- **Active**: The first principle in Hirsh-Pasek et al. (2015) is “active learning”, which enables children to actively build their own knowledge rather than simply observing others and waiting for others to teach them. The WordQuest game has a variety of features that enable children to play an active role in learning vocabulary words. Instead of mechanically memorizing the meaning of a vocabulary word, the children can explore the screen space, make hypotheses about the word’s meaning and test them out, and then improve their hypotheses. For example, when learning the word “gigantic” in the mission “can you spy gigantic objects,” children can tap and pronounce different objects, have immediate feedback from the game on each attempt’s correctness, and discover that “gigantic” means “really big” by trial and error. This “trial and error” way of learning in the WordQuest game enables children to be minds-on and keep wondering about the meaning of a vocabulary word in a word learning task.
• **Engaged:** The second principle in Hirsh-Pasek *et al.* (2015) is “engagement in the learning process”, which can be achieved through contingent interactions, extrinsic motivation and feedback, and intrinsic motivation. The WordQuest game provides the above three engagement enhancers. Specifically, the game is responsive to every touch or swipe of the child, and the robot also performs contingent actions in response to the children’s learning-related actions. When the child spies an object, the game will display different animations to indicate whether the child’s attempt is correct or incorrect on the screen. The robot will also send contingent motivational messages (e.g., “Good job!” and “That is okay”) as a way to provide extrinsic motivation and feedback to children. When one mission is completed, the child and robot will also get one point as a reward. This scoring system is instrumental in tracking and visualizing the child’s learning progress.

• **Meaningful:** According to Hirsh-Pasek *et. al* (2015), the third principle is “meaningful learning,” which happens when children are “learning with a purpose, learning new material that is personally relevant, [or] linking new learning to preexisting knowledge.” The WordQuest provides game scenarios that children are very familiar with and can easily connect with their daily life. Specifically, the two scenes (outdoor and indoor scenes) contain all the objects children can see in their local communities or households (e.g., painting, lamp). Thus, when they learn vocabulary words embedded in game missions, they can be more easily reminded of the words. In addition, the vocabulary words they are learning are not conceptually foreign to children ages 4 to 7. For example, one vocabulary word is “delighted”, which is an advanced synonym of “happy.” In this sense, children are able to learn words that are relevant to their daily life and connect with the new words with their preexisting knowledge.

• **Socially interactive:** The last principle Hirsh-Pasek *et. al* (2015) proposed is “social interaction.” While our tablet-based WordQuest game does not alone provide social interactions like most of educational games, the presence of a social robot in the learning interaction make it possible for children to learn in a social context. Specifically, the robot serves as a learning companion for children, who can give both effective and affective feedback and personalize its responsivity to each child. For example, the robot
gives contingent praise and encouragement to a child when the child spies an object, a type of responsivity that has shown to facilitate language development in young children [97][40]. Thus, the child-robot interaction complements the limitation that the tablet-based WordQuest app has and promote children’s learning. The presence of a social robot is not to replace any interaction between a child and their caregivers but to make a standalone tablet-based educational app more socially interactive.

Child-Robot Interaction for Game Play

The child and robot collaborate together on solving game missions in WordQuest. They sit facing each other with a tablet in the middle for both of them to interact with, as shown in Figure 4. When the game starts, both the child and robot receive a game mission from the tablet (e.g., “Can you spy vehicles in the scene?”). Then the robot observes the child’s learning states and performance, and decides what roles to play and how to react. Each mission contains one keyword, of which meaning the child needs to learn. For example, the keyword is “vehicle” in the mission “Can you spy vehicles in the scene?” Then, the child needs to learn that “vehicle” refers to “something that a person can ride in or steer” after seeing objects “bus” and “car” are correct answers but object “dog” is not. Each mission may take 5-8 minutes, as the child and robot need to correctly find four target objects to complete the mission. When one mission is completed, another mission will pop up until all game missions are completed. One learning session consists of around 5 to 6 missions containing 5 to 6 keywords for the child to learn. During the game play, the robot provides help for the curricular content, affective support and feedback, and make the child’s learning experience fun and engaging.
When working on a game mission, the child and robot take turns spying and retrieving objects. Each player has one chance of “spying” objects. If one player spies and pronounces an object, that player’s turn is finished, and it becomes the other player’s turn. An example of how the child and robot take turns spying objects and complete a game mission is displayed in Figure 5 above. During the child’s turn, the robot could choose to intervene and help if the child is struggling with finding a correct target object. During the robot’s turn, the robot may also ask the child for help and give the child a chance to spy an object for the robot. Last, the robot will always show happiness when a child finds a target object correctly, and show sympathy and express a growth mindset when the child fails, regardless of the social role the robot is playing.

**Robot’s Roles and Behaviors**

The robot can perform two different roles (expert, novice) during game play with the goal of maximizing the child’s learning and engagement. For example, the robot can become an expert and proactively demonstrate how to find a correct word and explain to the child the meaning of the target vocabulary word. On the other side, the robot may also play a novice role by showing intellectual curiosity, asking the child for help or spying incorrect objects. The robot’s specific behaviors for each role are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2. As shown from the two tables, the
expert-conditioned behaviors are more like a robot teacher giving instructions and informative feedback to the child during learning, and the novice-conditioned behaviors situate the robot more as a learning peer who is intellectually curious and persistent.

It is important to notice that all behaviors that the robot will exhibit when playing the WordQuest game with the child are learning-related and contingent on the child’s learning and engagement. The robot does not perform any behaviors that are not related to children’s learning, as prior research showed that extraneous information unrelated to learning may distract children from the learning task and disrupt their learning performance [98][99][100].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot’s Role</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Vocabulary Explanation Speech</td>
<td>Explain to the child why the object the robot chooses is correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyword Definition Speech</td>
<td>Explain the meaning of the vocabulary word to the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>Asking for Help Speech</td>
<td>Asks whether the child can help the robot spy an object during the robot’s turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asking for Explanation Speech</td>
<td>After the robot spies an incorrect object, the robot asks the child why the chosen object is not correct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Robot’s roles and corresponding behaviors during robot’s turn*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot’s Role</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Offering Help Speech</td>
<td>Offer to help the child spy a correct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyword Definition Speech</td>
<td>Explain the meaning of the vocabulary word to the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hint Speech</td>
<td>Gives hints on the meaning of the vocabulary word to the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>Asking for Child’s Thoughts Process Speech</td>
<td>After the child spies a correct object, the robot asks why the child has chosen this object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curiosity-driven speech</td>
<td>The robot shows curiosity in what the child is going to find</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. Robot’s roles and corresponding behaviors during child’s turn.*
Chapter 5: Pilot Study

I ran a pilot study with children ages 4-7 to find out the following:

- Is the game easy for children to learn to play?
- Are children able to discriminate clickable objects against non-clickable background images in the game?
- Are robot’s behaviors ambiguous or confusing to children?
- How many vocabulary words children were able to learn before reaching the limit of their cognitive load?
- How long should each game session last?
- In what circumstances is children’s learning most likely to occur?

In addition, the data collected from the pilot study were also used to guide the design of the robot’s adaptive role-switching policy and train the policy model. The child-robot interaction environment for the pilot study is displayed in Figure 6 below.

![Figure 6. A child is playing the WordQuest game with Tega](image)

Procedure

A total of 25 children participated in the pilot study. Five children were not eligible for the study due to either their low age or low English proficiency. Sixteen children played the game with the Tega robot in the Personal Robots Group’s study room, and 4 children played the game in a local
elementary school (JFK Elementary School). The sixteen children played the game for about 45 minutes, and the 4 children played the game for about 25 minutes. During the pilot study, all children interacted with a fully autonomous robot, and the robot has a random role-switching policy. In other words, the robot has a probability of 0.5 to switch its role between expert and novice every child-robot turn. After the pilot study, I collected a training dataset containing 143 episodes, in which a child and a robot finished one mission together. This dataset was then used to train the computational model for robot’s adaptive role-switching policy.

Observation & Discussion

We found out that a few 3-year-olds who signed up for the study had difficulty understanding the game mechanics, but participants from ages 4 to 7 knew how to play the game after a 5-min practice round in which the experimenter demonstrated how to play. In addition, the first two children had some trouble discriminating clickable objects against non-clickable background images. In response to this confusion, I made the background images more faded out in the game. The rest of the pilot used this new version of the game. Regarding the robot’s behaviors, I found out children were not confused about what the robot said and did in the game. A few children tried to ask the robot questions but the robot did not have a feature of listening and answering children’s questions. In future studies, I would consider adding this feature to the robot. The initial pilot study was just one-shot encounter in which each child needed to learn 11 words. However, I found out that most children became disengaged or tired after 30 minutes of game play. Thus, I shortened the learning session to 25 minutes, and each session contained only 5-6 words.

Through observation, a few insights on how children could better learn a vocabulary word are generated. First, children need to wonder about a vocabulary word’s meaning and try to find different objects before being informed of its meaning in order to deepen their understanding of the word. Second, they also need to find a few correct objects to reinforce their learning after they understand a vocabulary word’s meaning. Third, it is not necessary for students to get more practice opportunities if they already know a vocabulary word’s meaning prior to the mission, as increasing a learning session’s overall time may likely decrease the child’s attention and
engagement. These observation-based insights were later used to construct the robot’s role-switching policy in chapter 6.
Chapter 6: Computational Adaptive Role-Switching Model

Agent Model: Robot’s Role-Switching Policy

Reinforcement Learning (RL) originated from psychological studies of animal behavior. Animals learn complex behavior by learning to get rewards and avoid punishment. Thus, from the perspectives of computing, the goal of RL is to optimize an artificial system’s behavior to rewards and punishments. A learning agent is situated in an environment and learns about the environment by executing actions and observing how these actions differentially change the state of the environment.

An RL model consists of three elements: (1) a state space that describes the states of the environment the agent is in, (2) an action space that contains a set of actions that the agent can perform to change the environment, and (3) a reward function that assigns numerical rewards and punishments. RL is traditionally defined as part of a Markov decision processes (MDP) [101]. An MDP is a tuple (S, A, P, R) such as S is a state space, A is an action space, and P and R are the distribution of probabilities and rewards respectively. Value-function RL methods can be in general categorized into two types: model-free methods (e.g., Q-Learning) and model-based methods(e.g., R-MAX) [102][103]. Model-based methods have advantages of sample efficiency, but learning a model of the domain, which is P and R functions, is required before training the RL model. Thus, the key to build an effective model-based RL methods and find an optimal policy is to construct an accurate model of the domain. Conversely, model-free methods learn the optimal policy without requiring the dynamics of the environment but need more experiences at the same time.

In our case, we are using RL methods to dictate how a social robot should behave when playing the WordQuest game with a child with the goal of maximizing children’s learning performance. Since the robot interacts with children in the real-world environment, it is nearly infeasible to construct an accurate model of the environment without bringing model bias and compromising the model accuracy. Thus, model-free methods are favored over model-based methods despite its
requirement on a larger set of training data. To construct an effective model-free RL model, the effectiveness of state presentation $S$ and reward function $R$ is crucial. Thus, the insights derived from the pilot study were used to construct an effective $S$ and $R$.

**Reinforcement Learning Model’s Action Space, State Space, and Reward Function**

Given the above human expert knowledge, the RL model for robot’s role-switching policy is constructed in the following way as illustrated in Figure 7. First, the action space consists of just two actions: \{expert role, novice role\}. Then, the state representation $S$ consists of 3 dimensions: \{current number of child-robot turns, current number of expert role occurrences, current number of correct objects spied by child\}. The three state features are all discrete ranging from 0 to positive infinity. Since the goal of the model is to improve children’s vocabulary acquisition, the listed three state features indicate the learning phase a child is currently in during the game play. For example, a state \{5,1,0\} indicates that the child has probably already explored the game scene but still hasn’t learned the vocabulary word yet, so an appropriate behavior for the robot to display at next turn is to an expert role that demonstrates to the child the meaning of the word.

To fully model a child’s learning process, I use the observation-based insights above to derive the following reward function displayed in Table 3. The reward function in the robot’s role-switching model.. For the expert action, the total reward score consists of 2 components. First, $r_1$ is designed to ensure that the expert action becomes increasingly rewarding if the child makes a correct attempt this time but incorrect attempts in previous consecutive turns. Second, $r_2$ will be larger if the child already knows the meaning of the vocabulary word very well and makes few mistakes, which is reflected in the rate of child’s correct attempts. If the rate is higher, the child is less likely to need extra practice and the robot’s expert action will be more likely to perform to shorten the interaction time for this vocabulary word already acquired by the child. For the novice action, the total reward score consists of 3 components. First, if the child chooses to help the robot out, the child is very likely to be engaged and likes robot’s novice behaviors during the turn. Thus, the novice action should be rewarded with $r_3$. The reward $r_4$ is constructed to reward the novice action when the child just learns the vocabulary word’s meaning and thus needs more practice and spies more objects. Third, a novice action will be more rewarded in the first few
game turns because the child is encouraged to explore the word’s meaning with the robot before the robot demonstrates to the child what correct objects are.

The total reward score is calculated:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_{\text{total}} &= r_1 + r_2 \text{ if RL action is EXPERT} \\
    r_{\text{total}} &= r_3 + r_4 + r_5 \text{ if RL action is NOVICE}
\end{align*}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RL Action</th>
<th>Reward Condition</th>
<th>Reward Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>If child’s correct attempt</td>
<td>(r_1 = \text{the number of child’s consecutive incorrect attempts})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>If child’s correct attempt and the rate of child’s correct attempts is larger than 50%</td>
<td>(r_2 = 10 \times (\text{the rate of child’s correct attempts} - 0.5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>Child’s help</td>
<td>(r_3 = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutee</td>
<td>Child’s correct attempt</td>
<td>(r_4 = 4 - \text{the number of child’s correct attempts})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child’s incorrect attempt</td>
<td>(r_5 = 4 - \text{the number of child’s total attempts})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3. The reward function in the robot’s role-switching model.*

The RL model is applied to dictate the robot’s role-switching behavior as shown in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7, the robot receives a role from the RL role-switching policy in the beginning of a child-robot turn. Then, the reward for this generated robot’s role (RL action) is calculated during the child’s turn in this child-robot turn. At the end of the child-robot turn, child’s state \(S\) is updated and used by the role-switching policy to generate a new role for the robot.
Reinforcement Learning Model’s Value Function

The value functions in reinforcement learning (RL) methods are commonly categorized into tabular solution methods and approximate solution methods [102]. For tabular solution methods, values of state-action pairs are represented as arrays or tables, and thus the methods often find the exact solutions. Conversely, approximate solution methods do not store individual state-action pairs; instead, they approximate the value for each state-action pair and are commonly applied to problems with large state spaces with limited computational resources.

In our case, the state space consists of 3 discrete state features, which can have up to 10, 4, 4 different values, respectively; the action space is 2. As a result, the model can have up to 160 discrete states and 320 state-action pairs. This number of state-action pairs make it implausible to use tabular solution methods to store each of 320 pairs and update the value function given that the amount of real-world child-robot game play data we have is limited and the collected data on state-action pairs in the value table would be sparse. Furthermore, some states may be barely encountered in the real interaction but still have a non-zero probability of being encountered. For example, most children are able to finish the game in 5 child-robot turns, though a few children may still take 10 turns to finish. To address the concerns and limitations, value function methods that are able to generalize from previous encounters with different states are favored. Because the approximate solution method is able to usefully generalize a limited subset of the state space to yield a good approximation for a larger subset of state space, it is used in the RL model as the robot’s role switching policy.
In my case, a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) learning method for function approximation in value prediction is used, as SGD value approximation methods are one of the most widely used in various RL problems. The approximate value function $\hat{\theta}(s, w)$ is used to represent $v_\pi(s)$ as the RL model’s value function where $w = (w_1, w_2, ..., w_d)^T$ and $s \in \text{state features}$. $w$ is updated at each timestamp when rewards $r$ is received by a small amount to reduce the error between the real value and the estimated value:

$$w_{t+1} = w_t - \frac{1}{2} \alpha \nabla [v_\pi (S_t) - \hat{\theta} (S_t, w_t)]^2$$

Regarding the specific architecture of $\hat{\theta}(s, w)$, a linear function of the weight vector, $w$, is used, as linear methods are efficient in terms of both data usage and computation.

$$\hat{\theta}(s, w) = w^T x(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} w_i x_i(s)$$

where $x(s)$ is a feature vector representing state $s$.

As mentioned in section 3.2.5.1, the role-switching RL policy has 3 state features: the number of current turns, the number of expert role occurrences, and the number of child’s correct attempts. Based on the three state features, polynomial features are constructed for the linear value approximation function using $x_i(s) = \prod_{j=1}^{3} s_j^{c_{ij}}$ where the natural state space $s$ has 3 dimensions and $c_{ij} \in \{0, 1, 2\}$. A polynomial base of 2 is chosen given its ability to take more complex interactions into account when compared with 1-dimensional feature vectors. However, the final feature vector is only a subset of all $3^3$ possible quadratic features that can be generated from the 3-dimensional state space. The selection is done based on prior human expert beliefs about the nature of the approximation function to avoid potential overfitting issues. The final set of the selected features for the linear approximate value function is $\{s_1, s_2, s_3, s_1s_2, s_1s_3, s_2s_3, s_1s_2s_3, s_1^2 s_2, s_1^2 s_3, s_2^2 s_3, s_2 s_1, s_3^2 s_1, s_3^2 s_2\}$. To make the model’s implementation easier, I built two SDG linear regression models, each representing one robot’s role (expert, novice). The action (robot’s role) that has a regression model with a higher value would be the best action predicted by the RL’s value function.
Role-Switching Policy Training and Results

Q-learning is used as the control algorithm in the RL policy model [104] to learn the optimal action-value function, defined by

\[ Q(S_t, A_t) \leftarrow Q(S_t, A_t) + \alpha [R_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(S_{t+1}, a) - Q(S_t, A_t)] \]

The model's action selection method is the \( \epsilon \)-greedy algorithm, shown below.

\[ a_t = \begin{cases} a_t^* & \text{with probability } 1 - \epsilon \\ \text{random action} & \text{with probability } \epsilon \end{cases} \]

The role-switching policy model was trained on 143 episodes each containing data from a child and a robot starting a game mission to their completing the mission. Since the data had been collected prior to the model training, it was not possible to do a full on-policy training and a real action selection based on the \( \epsilon \)-greedy algorithm. To address the above constraint, the model assumed that the \( \epsilon \)-greedy algorithm always had a probability \( 1 - \epsilon \) to choose "exploitation" (the best action \( a_t^* \)) but chose "exploration" (random action) instead. After the training, each action's SDG linear regression model is displayed below in terms of its weights. The intercept values for the expert and novice regression models are 1.319 and 1.156 respectively.

These two trained models were used as base value function approximation models for adaptive role switching in the experiment. Then, the role-switching policy will further adapt to each child. During the experiment, the model uses the \( \epsilon \)-greedy algorithm with a \( \epsilon \) value of 0.25 and a discount factor of 0.5 with the goal of adapting the robot's role to each child. The pipeline for developing, training and testing the robot's role-switching model is outlined in Figure 8 below.
Figure 8. The pipeline for developing, training and testing the robot's role-switching model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression</th>
<th>$S_1$</th>
<th>$S_2$</th>
<th>$S_3$</th>
<th>$S_1S_2$</th>
<th>$S_2S_3$</th>
<th>$S_1S_2S_3$</th>
<th>$S_1^2S_2$</th>
<th>$S_1^2S_3$</th>
<th>$S_2^2S_3$</th>
<th>$S_2^2S_1$</th>
<th>$S_3^2S_1$</th>
<th>$S_3^2S_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Weights for features in linear value approximation function.
Chapter 7: Comparative Study

Overview

The goal of this study was to investigate how an interactive agent (e.g., social robot) can interact with children in a bidirectional, peer-to-peer way to foster children’s learning and engagement. A robot plays a collaborative tablet-based word learning game called WordQuest with a child, and the child learns a set of new words every time when they play the game with the robot. During the game play, the behaviors the robot exhibit may differ in terms of its demonstration of knowledge. Sometimes the robot behaves more like a novice peer who spies objects, makes mistakes, and explore the game scene without explicitly giving instruction and informative feedback to the child. In other situations, the robot behaves more like an expert tutor who gives instructions, demonstrates its knowledge, explains concepts, and offers help to the child. Thus, how do a robot’s novice and expert behaviors affect a child’s learning performance, learning attitudes, engagement, and perception of both the learning game and the robot? Furthermore, does playing with a robot that is able to adaptively switch its role between novice and expert lead to greater learning outcomes and greater engagement? Finally, how should a robot adaptively switch its role during its game play with a child to optimize the child’s learning experience?

Conditions

Three conditions were designed and tested in the study. The first condition was a Fixed Novice condition (Novice, N). The robot always played a novice role during the game play with a child. It had a 50% chance of spying a correct object and 50% chance of spying an incorrect object, but it neither demonstrated to the child why an object was right/wrong nor explained the meanings of the key vocabulary words to the child. In this condition, the robot also asked the child questions and sometimes asked them for help.

The second condition was a Fixed Expert condition (Expert, E). In this condition, the robot behaved like a tutor and instructor with a greater language ability than the child. The robot verbalized the meanings of all vocabulary words, gave hints on what to spy, and spied correct objects every turn.
Last, the third condition was an *Adaptive Role Switching* condition (*Adaptive, A*), where the robot adaptively switched its role between novice and expert within each game mission based on how the child exhibited their knowledge of the vocabulary word.

**Hypotheses**

My hypotheses are the following:

**H1.** Children from all three conditions learn vocabulary words when playing the WordQuest game with a robot.

**H2.** Children in the *Adaptive (A)* condition recall most words in both the immediate post-test and delayed post-test, followed by children in the *Expert (E)* condition.

**H3.** Children in the *Adaptive* condition display highest overall engagement and highest overall positive affect during the course of the learning session among all children.

**H4.** Children in the *Adaptive* condition show the least amount of decline in engagement during the course of the learning session and highest engagement at the end of the session among all children.

**Participants**

Participants were 64 children ages 5-7 from a Boston-area elementary school. Thirty-four participants were from the K2 classrooms; 30 participants were from the 1st grade. Thirty-six were female; 28 were male. The average age for the 64 children is 5.91 (SD: 0.65), and 17, 37, 11 were 5-year-olds, 6-year-olds and 7-year-olds respectively. There were 33 Native Speaker and 31 ESL students. In total, 5 children were excluded from the data analysis. Two children had difficulty learning how to play the WordQuest game during the practice round and did not start the learning sessions. Three children did not finish the two learning lessons and post-assessments due to not-study-related reasons (e.g., early dismissal from school). One-way ANOVA and pairwise t-test were conducted across 3 conditions, and showed that both the age (F=0.23; p=0.79) and pre-word assessment score (F=0.16; p=0.84) were not significantly different across the 3 conditions. Table 5 indicates how many children were in each condition, when divided by their age, English proficiency, pre-test score, and sex. In addition, 12 from the 60 participants
who finished the study were reported by their teachers to have signs of either attention deficits or learning difficulties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>English Proficiency</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Number of Children</th>
<th>Average Age (SD)</th>
<th>Pre-Assessment Score (SD)</th>
<th>Attention Deficits/Learning Difficulties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Native: 10 F: 13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.85 (0.65)</td>
<td>2.44 (1.43)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>ESL: 11 M: 8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6.00 (0.74)</td>
<td>2.68 (1.37)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Native: 10 F: 11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.95 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.58 (1.43)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>ESL: 9 M: 8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.95 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.58 (1.43)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>Native: 11 F: 9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.95 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.58 (1.43)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>ESL: 8 M: 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. This table indicates how many children were in each condition, when divided by their English proficiency, sex, age and pre-assessment score.

Robot Testbed

The Tega is an expressive, child-friendly and fluffy robot designed as a learning companion for young children in various educational settings such as schools and homes[105]. It has been used to teach children storytelling, learning attitudes and a second language in prior studies[64][71][48]. It is about 11 inches tall and has a plush exterior with different colors. In my study, I used a red Tega. Unlike most of other educational devices and robots, Tega has a child-like high pitched voice, slow speed of speech, exaggerated body and facial expressions, as well as child-like growth mindset. These peer attributes make Tega a perfect interactive agent for children to learn together with.

The robot used in the study is fully autonomous, including its gaze, facial expression, speech and actions. The robot asks children questions in the game play, so Google Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is used to detect and recognize children’s simple speech. A complex dialogue system between the robot and the child is not feasible giving the difficulties of children’s speech recognition and natural language processing. To avoid such difficulties, I simplified the questions Tega asked and the way to recognize children’s answers. When Tega asked “yes/no” question, Google ASR detected only individual keywords (e.g., “yes”, “yeah”, “no”, “nope”,
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"sure") or short phrases (e.g., "of course") rather than entire sentences. When Tega asked open-ended questions, Google ASR detected only keywords or short phrases (e.g., "because", "it is") that indicate that the children give meaningful answers. Furthermore, the speech of the robot used in this project was scripted and recorded by a female voice. Then, the speech is pitch shifted to make Tega sound more like a peer.

![Figure 9. Tega as the study's social robotics' system.](image)

**Methods**

**Procedure**

The study used a between-subjects design, which has three conditions (Expert × Novice × Adaptive). To reduce variability within conditions and potential confounding, I counter-balanced children’s age, sex, pre-word assessment score, and English proficiency across the three experimental conditions. Each child participated in two learning sessions spread over one week, one pre-test session and a 3-week delayed post-test session.

During the pre-test session, the children were given a pre-word assessment, which consists of the 11 vocabulary words the children would learn with the robot together in the rest of the two sessions. During the following two learning sessions, children played the WordQuest game with the robot for 20-30 minutes. The children did a practice round for 5 minutes with the help of an experimenter to learn how to play the game before they started the first learning session. After each learning session, the experimenter conducted a post-survey and assessment on the children to gauge their perception of the game and robot as well as to measure their learning outcomes. Then, each of the children were assessed on their retention of the learned 11 words 3 weeks after
they finished their second session. The overall procedure and the sequence of the experiment is shown in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10. The procedure and sequence of the experiment.

Figure 11. Children play the WordQuest game with Tega.

Target Vocabulary words

Eleven vocabulary words were selected for the WordQuest game play. These words include 3 color words (lavender, crimson, azure), 5 adjective words (gigantic, minuscule, aquatic, delighted, recreational), 2 object category words (garment, vehicle) and 1 verb (soar). Children learned 5 words from learning session 1, and 6 words from learning session 2. Table 6 shows the full word list. Those words are selected for the following reasons. First, they are advanced words that have simply synonym words children should be familiar with (e.g., blue, cloth, red, happy), so it would be easy for children to conceptually understand the meanings of the target vocabulary words. Second, all the children in the study understood at least basic level of English. Third, all these vocabulary words have been tested in the pilot study, and the children in the pilot study didn’t have trouble comprehending their meanings. To accurately assess the impact of a social robot’s different roles on children’s learning performance, learning advanced words that children were not familiar with before the game play became necessary.
Vocabulary word list (session 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gigantic</th>
<th>garment</th>
<th>azure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>minuscule</td>
<td>lavender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vocabulary word list (session 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vehicle</th>
<th>crimson</th>
<th>soar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recreational activity</td>
<td>aquatic animal</td>
<td>delighted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. List of target vocabulary words. Children learned 5 words in session 1 and 6 words in session 2

Data Collection

Multimodal data from multiple channels were collected in the study. Figure 12 below displays how data were collected. Front-face video of children’s interactions with the robot and the video from the robot’s view was recorded with two USB cameras. All touch actions on the tablet screen in the WordQuest game (e.g., dragging, panning, tapping), children’s in-game performance (e.g., successful attempts, incorrectly spied objects), and robot’s verbal and nonverbal behaviors (e.g., question asking, demonstration) were recorded. Children’s physiological states during game play were also recorded using E4 sensors. Tega’s built-in microphone was used to detect children’s answers when Tega asked questions.

Figure 12. Multimodal data are collected during the two learning sessions.
Learning performance measures

Children were assessed on the target vocabulary words during the pre-test word assessment before playing the WordQuest game. For each target word, four images were shown to the child. The child was asked to point to the image matching the target word. Then, the experimenter asked the child about the meaning of each target vocabulary word to avoid any false positive and false negative answers. After each learning session, each child was assessed on the target vocabulary words they just learned in that particular session. This measure was used to determine what vocabulary words each child had already learned before the study and what words they acquired after the game play. Figure 13 below shows the interface for this vocabulary assessment. Furthermore, a child’s learning performance is also measured in their interaction duration for each vocabulary word’s mission, which is the duration between the time they start a mission and the time they end this mission.

![Figure 13. The interface for the target vocabulary word assessment.](image)

Engagement and affect measures

Children’s engagement and affective-states were measured in the following way. Children’s engagement was captured by Affdex SDK and their touch interactions on the tablet [106]. Affdex SDK is a commercially available automated affect recognition software. It takes in video data containing a person’s front face, and extracts 15 physical expressions from facial features, and predicts the likelihood of an exhibited emotion. In my study, it is used to estimate child’s
engagement level, as it can return a score for engagement level ranging from 0 to 100 with a high value indicating high engagement. In addition to Affdex SDK, child’s engagement level is also measured by their touch interactions with the tablet. The touch interactions include how often the child pans the screen, how often they zoom in and out on, and how often they click an object on the screen. Last, the child’s positive affect and valence/arousal are measured through child’s facial expression captured Affdex SDK, which is able to estimate the degree of valence (positive and negative emotion) and expressiveness (intensity of an expression) based on the child’s facial features.

Children’s engagement and affective states were measured at specific time incidents. Table 7 below describes the time incidents where children’s engagement was measured as well as the corresponding time interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>Time Interval (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of child’s turn</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of robot’s turn</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot taps one object</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result return of child’s attempt</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result return of robot’s attempt</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7. Incident during which child’s engagement and affective states were measured.*

**Post-game enjoyment and perception measures**

Children were asked questions regarding their enjoyment of the game play sessions and perception of the game and the robot. The questions were inspired by prior research on measuring children’s long-term relationships with social robots [107]. The questions were then modified to tailor to my study. The finalized questions in the study are:

1. How did you feel before the game play?
2. How did you feel when you played with Tega?
3. How did you feel when you played the WordQuest game?
4. How easy/hard do you think the game is?
5. Did you learn new words today? How many?
6. How much do you like/dislike Tega?
7. How smart do you think Tega is?
8. Are you smarter than Tega, or Tega is smarter than you?
9. How much did Tega help you learn new words?
10. How much did you help Tega learn new words?
11. It is more fun playing the WordQuest game with Tega or without Tega?

The children were asked the questions above after each learning session. The questions about children’s feelings were presented with emojis, and children were asked to choose one of the emojis that best matched their own feeling, as shown in Figure 14. Other questions were presented on a 7-item scale, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Survey on child’s feeling and perception after the game play.
Chapter 8: Analysis & Results

A generalized linear model was applied to predict various measurements of learning outcomes and engagement. The predictor variable was contrast-coded as ordered values [-1,0,1], Novice, Expert and Adaptive respectively for all the measurements[108].

Learning outcomes

The scores of children’s vocabulary assessment by experimental condition were reported in Table 8 and visualized in Figure 15. The ANOVA analysis and the trend analysis were conducted on each vocabulary score category. The results from the trend analysis for each score category were displayed in Figure 16.

As shown in the table, the mean difference in vocabulary scores between the immediate post-test and pre-test were 4.79 (SD=2.51), 3.57 (SD=2.33), 1.95 (SD=2.27) for Adaptive, Expert and Novice, respectively. A generalized linear model was calculated to predict the trend of children’s immediate vocabulary score change across the three conditions. A contrast-coded generalized linear regression model showed a statistically significant trend of increase found in the immediate vocabulary change in the order (Adaptive > Expert > Novice) with $F(2, 56) = 13.85$, $p<0.001$. The Levene Test’s score is 0.5 with $p = 0.6$, and the Shapiro Test’s score is 0.97 with $p = 0.24$. The one-way ANOVA showed a statistical difference in the vocabulary score change across the three conditions, $F(2, 56) = 6.023$, $p<0.005$.

Then, the mean difference in vocabulary scores between the delayed post-test and pre-test were 3.47 (SD=2.14), 2.67 (SD=1.94), 2.05 (SD=1.36) for Adaptive, Expert and Novice, respectively. A contrast-coded generalized linear regression model showed a statistically significant trend of increase in the delayed score change across the three conditions in the order (Adaptive > Expert > Novice), $F(2, 56) = 5.45$, $p=0.023$. The Levene Test’s score is 1.95 with $p = 0.14$, and the Shapiro Test’s score is 0.97 with $p = 0.09$. The one-way ANOVA showed a statistical difference in the delayed score change across the three conditions, $F(2, 56) = 2.70$, $p=0.076$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Pre-Test Score (SD)</th>
<th>Post-Test Score (SD)</th>
<th>Delayed Post-Test Score (SD)</th>
<th>Diff (Post-Test, Pre-Test) (SD)</th>
<th>Diff (Delayed Post-Test, Pre-Test) (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>2.68 (1.38)</td>
<td>4.63 (1.74)</td>
<td>4.74 (1.65)</td>
<td>1.95 (2.27)</td>
<td>2.05 (1.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>2.43 (1.43)</td>
<td>6.00 (2.07)</td>
<td>5.10 (1.95)</td>
<td>3.57 (2.33)</td>
<td>2.67 (1.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>2.58 (1.43)</td>
<td>7.37 (2.41)</td>
<td>6.05 (2.14)</td>
<td>4.79 (2.51)</td>
<td>3.47 (2.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. The average scores of children's vocabulary assessment by experimental condition.

Figure 15. Average scores of children's vocabulary assessments across the 3 experimental conditions. The ANOVA analysis showed significantly results in the immediate posttest and immediate score change.
Trend Analysis on Children’s Vocabulary Assessment

Figure 16. Trend Analysis on the scores of children’s vocabulary assessment. The increase of vocabulary scores is shown in the order (Novice < Expert < Adaptive) for all score categories except the pre-test vocabulary assessment.

The above results showed that the children in the novice condition learned least amount of words among the three conditions. This result is not surprising, as previous research on children’s learning showed that children may not get enough support for effective learning if they attempt to learn through unguided or un-scaffolded exploration and discovery [109].

To understand children’s learning on an individual level, Figure 17 below displays the scores of individual student’s vocabulary assessment over time by condition. For the adaptive and expert conditions, students tended to learn more new words in the immediate post-test but also tended to forget more words three weeks later. However, this pattern was not that clear in the novice condition. Children in the novice condition seemed to better retain the very few words they learned, and some of them even scored higher in the delayed post-test than they did in the
immediate post-test. One possible explanation for this observation is that children were in a more engaged and positive affective state when doing the delayed post-test than when doing the immediate post-test. It is very likely that children in the novice condition might have experienced much frustration and anxiety due to the lack of help and instruction during their learning sessions. Thus, they might have been cognitively overloaded and tired after each learning session and failed to correctly perform well in the immediate post-test. Another potential reason is that children might have discussed the meanings of the target vocabulary words they failed to comprehend with their friends or family after the study, and this reinforcement of their vocabulary learning then showed its effect in the 3-week delayed post-test.

Figure 17. Vocabulary scores of individual students change over the three vocabulary assessment sessions by condition.

To further understand the change of children’s vocabulary scores across the 3 conditions, I visualized the distribution of the score change immediately after the study and the change 3 weeks after the study in Figure 18. The distribution of the top performing students who learned the most words or retained the most words was displayed in Table 9. As shown in the figure and table, the top performing children in the Adaptive condition consistently outnumbered the children from the other two conditions in four measures. This result indicates that interacting with the adaptive robot is more likely to promote children’s best learning than with either the expert robot or the novice robot.
The change of children's vocabulary score immediately after the study and 3 weeks after the study were compared based on their gender, age, and prior vocabulary level. The results are displayed in Table 10. The unpaired t-test showed that no significant result in both children's immediate score change and delayed score change between the male students and the female students. The one-way ANOVA analysis showed no significant difference across the 3 age conditions, F (2, 56) = 1.99, p = 0.15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Immediate Score Change (SD)</th>
<th>Delayed Score Change (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3.70 (2.55)</td>
<td>3.09 (1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.12 (2.58)</td>
<td>2.30 (2.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To understand how children’s prior vocabulary level affects their vocabulary learning during the game play, I categorized children based on their vocabulary score during the pre-test. The children were first categorized into two groups: top 50% of which students have pre-test scores ranging from 3 to 5, and bottom 50% of which students have pre-test scores ranging from 0 to 3. The learning performance of two groups were displayed in the left plot in Figure 19 below. The children from the bottom 50% group significantly learned more words than the children from the top 50% group immediately after the study and 3 weeks after the study, given that the t-test results between the two groups were 3.05 (p=0.004) and 2.04 (p=0.047) respectively. To further gauge how much the vocabulary improvement is biased toward children with low prior vocabulary level, I categorized the children into 3 groups: high (pre-test scores ranging from 3 to 5), middle (pre-test scores ranging from 2 to 3), low (pre-test scores ranging from 0 to 2). The results showed that the low group has the highest immediate score change and delayed score change, as shown in the right plot in Figure 19. The Shapiro test score is 0.97 (p=0.30), and Levene test score is F=0.049, p=0.95. The one-way ANOVA on the immediate score change shows a significant difference across the low, middle and high groups with F (2,56) =7.80, p=0.001. The unpaired t-test results between the low group and middle group and between the low group and high group were both significant, which were t=2.40 (p=0.024) and t=3.93 (p<0.001) respectively. Furthermore, the same significant results were found in the delayed score change. Specifically, the one-way ANOVA result across the three conditions was F (2,56) =4.49, p=0.016. In addition, the low group was also significantly higher in the delayed score change from both the middle group and high group with t=2.05 (p=0.049) and t= 2.90 (p=0.006), respectively. The results indicate that children with a wide range of vocabulary knowledge are all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Prior Vocabulary Level</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>2.73 (2.76)</th>
<th>2.67 (2.29)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top (pre-test score: 3-5)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.50 (2.27)</td>
<td>2.17 (1.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bottom (pre-test score: 0-3)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.48 (2.34)</td>
<td>3.24 (1.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Vocabulary Level</td>
<td>High (pre-test score: 3-6)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.50 (2.27)</td>
<td>2.17 (1.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle (pre-test score: 2-3)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.53 (2.16)</td>
<td>2.53 (1.71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (pre-test score: 0-2)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.50 (2.10)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Children’s vocabulary score change by gender, age, and prior vocabulary level.
able to play the game and learn new words. Even more, the WordQuest interaction system is most beneficial to children with a low prior vocabulary level.

**Children's Vocabulary Score Change By Prior Vocabulary Level**

![Bar chart showing vocabulary score change by prior vocabulary level.]

*Figure 19. Children's vocabulary score change by children's prior vocabulary level.*

**Acquisition of Individual Vocabulary Words**

Table 11 below displays the number of children who knew the meanings for the vocabulary words before the study and after the study. Among the 11 vocabulary words, the top 3 words that the participants had known before the learning sessions were “gigantic”, “vehicle”, and “recreational activity.” The top 3 words, of which meanings the participants knew after the two learning sessions were “gigantic”, “vehicle” and “lavender,” regardless of whether they had known the words prior to the study. Furthermore, the top 3 words that the children learned after the learning sessions were “delighted”, “lavender” and “crimson,” and the top 3 learned words three weeks after were still “delighted”, “crimson” and “lavender.” It is interesting to notice that only 9 students knew the meaning of “garment” immediately after the study and only 3 still remembered it 3 weeks after, indicating that this word is a relatively hard word to learn and remember for all children.
The number of students who knew each word declined three weeks after the study for most of the words except “gigantic” and “azure.” The number of students who knew “gigantic” increased from 48 to 51 three weeks after, but the change was small. However, the number of students who knew “azure” increased from 11 to 22 three weeks after the study. One potential explanation is that the children may have exposure to “gigantic” and “azure” in class at school or in the home during this 3-week time interval, and the meanings of the two words were reinforced. Figure 20 below displays the change in the number of students who knew the vocabulary words across pretest, post-test and delayed post-test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary word</th>
<th>Num. children who knew the word before the study</th>
<th>Num. children who knew the word immediately after the study</th>
<th>Num. children who knew the word 3 weeks after the study</th>
<th>Num. children who learned the word after the study</th>
<th>Num. children who learned the word 3 weeks after the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>azure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gigantic</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minuscule</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavender</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delighted</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crimson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soar</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aquatic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recreational activity</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. Children’s acquisition of individual vocabulary words.
Figure 20. The number of students who knew, learned and retained the vocabulary words over time.

Children’s Perception of the WordQuest Interaction

Children’s perception of the WordQuest Interaction was measured in the post-assessments following the learning sessions. Figure 21 displays the results of their perception across two learning sessions by experiment conditions. The first three survey questions on children’s feeling were measured on a 5-item scale ranging from 1 to 5 with 5 indicating “super happy” and 1 indicating “super unhappy.” The figure shows that all children felt happy after each game play, regardless of the experiment conditions they were in. The rest of the questions (Q4-Q13) were measured on a 7-item scale with 1 indicating a complete agreement on the first statement and 7 indicating a complete agreement on the second statement in the question. Regarding the easiness of the game, all children perceived the game as not hard or somewhat easy. Specifically, the children from the Novice and Adaptive conditions felt the game was harder in the first session but became easier in the second session, while the children in the Expert condition gave the most consistent, lowest scores to this question on the game’s hardness. This result indicates that the WordQuest interaction enabled the children to feel sense of mastery even when the majority of the words they were learning were unknown, challenging words.

The top 3 questions to which answers the three conditions differed most were Q8 (“Who is smarter? Tega or me?”), Q7 (“How smart is Tega?”), and Q10 (“Did I help Tega learn new words?”). Regarding Q8, the children in the Expert condition thought Tega was somewhat
smarter than themselves, and this perception was reinforced further in the second condition. Conversely, the children from both the Novice and Adaptive condition thought Tega was a little bit smarter in the first session, but later thought they were somewhat smarter or at least equally smart in the second session. This result indicates that Tega had some level of smartness in children’s eyes, but Tega’s role-related behaviors could also affect children’s perception of how smart Tega was in relative to themselves. This result also sheds light on how to personalize a robot’s behaviors to individual children in future work. For example, the robot can exhibit more novice behaviors (e.g., making mistakes or asking the child for help) when interacting with children having low self-esteem, as the robot’s novice behaviors tend to lead children to think they are smarter than the robot.

Regarding Q7, most of the children thought Tega was very smart, especially the children in the Expert condition. The children in the Adaptive condition thought Tega became smarter in the second learning session, whereas the children in the Novice condition thought Tega became less smart in the second session. Regarding Q10, all children thought that they helped the robot out but at varying degrees. Specifically, the children in the Expert condition rated their helpfulness to the robot lowest, while the children in the Novice condition rated their helpfulness highest. This result suggests that the children assessed how helpful they were to the robot based on what role-related behaviors the robot exhibited. Thus, when designing the WordQuest interaction for children with low self-esteem or on the autism spectrum, a robot’s novice behaviors may be very helpful in building up children’s confidence and engagement.
Figure 21. Children's perception of the WordQuest interaction measured in the post-assessments.
Chapter 9: Discussion & Conclusion

The results presented above examined the hypotheses proposed in this work.

- H1: Playing the WordQuest game with a socially interactive robot helped children learn new vocabulary words in a context where the majority of target vocabulary words are challenging words to them.
- H2: Children in all conditions were engaged and had a positive learning experience.
- H3: Children in the *Adaptive* condition learned the most words after the learning sessions and recalled the most words three weeks after the learning sessions.
- H4: The number of vocabulary words learned by children immediately after the study and 3 weeks after the study was in the order *Adaptive > Expert > Novice*.

**H1:** The results support the hypothesis. The majority of children successfully finished the two learning sessions without an experimenter’s intervention, learned new words, and correctly recalled some learned words 3 weeks after the learning sessions. This result is supported in particular by the finding that even children with attention issues or learning difficulties learned and successfully recalled some new words. Another finding that strongly supports the hypothesis is that children with a low prior vocabulary level also improved their vocabulary after the study. Indeed, our results showed that children with a lower vocabulary level before the study showed significantly greater vocabulary improvement in both immediate post-test and 3-week-delayed post-test than children with a higher vocabulary level.

The result indicates that children are able to learn and stay engaged in this child-robot game, even if the vocabulary words are all very challenging. This result is not surprising, as the interaction is designed in a way to promote children’s curiosity-driven learning, cultivate their growth mindset, and scaffold their learning. For example, the robot always gave positive feedback and show excitement when a child successfully retrieved an object; it encouraged the child to figure out a word’s meaning by trial and error when the child didn’t know the meaning of the word. Thus, children with a low prior vocabulary level felt much less intimated by the game with the presence of a socially supportive robot; thus, they felt safe, comfortable, confident even though learning task was indeed very challenging. This interaction design explains why
children with low pre-test scores could learn vocabulary effectively but doesn’t explain why children with high pre-test scores did not learn as well as the children with low pre-test scores. One explanation behind the difference in their learning performance is that some vocabulary words may be inherently harder to learn than others. From our results on children’s acquisition of individual words (section 4.3.3), some target words (e.g., “garment”) were harder to learn than others for all the children because only very few students successfully learned these words. Since the high-vocabulary-level children already knew easier target words (e.g., “lavender”, “delighted”), the remaining target words they needed to learn were just inherently sophisticated words (e.g., “garment”, “azure”), it was harder for them to improve the number of new words they learned than the children who didn’t even know the easier target words (e.g., “lavender”).

H2: The results confirmed the hypothesis. Children across the 3 conditions all felt happy when playing the game with the robot, as reflected in the results on their self-reported feeling. In addition, the majority of them thought it was more fun playing the game with the robot than playing the game alone and wanted to play the game with Tega again next time. Last, they perceived the game as moderately easy despite the fact that they didn’t know most of the target words in the game. This result showed that the WordQuest system was able to provide a highly engaging, playful and joyful learning experience for young children even when the learning task itself is highly challenging to them.

H3, H4: The results support the hypotheses. While children in all conditions learned new vocabulary words and enjoyed the game, children who played with an adaptive robot improved more than children who played with either an expert or novice robot. The children in the Adaptive condition consistently outperformed the other two conditions across multiple measures. The trend analysis on children’s immediate vocabulary score change and delayed score change shows a significant increase of vocabulary score among Adaptive, Expert and Novice conditions. In addition, nearly half of the top performing children who learned and recalled the most words were from the Adaptive condition. Why was a socially adaptive robot able to significantly improve children’s vocabulary even when the majority of vocabulary words in the game were unknown to them? According to Vygotsky 1978, a learner will learn best when in the zone of proximal development where the learner is assisted by a teacher or peer with a higher skill set.
When a robot adaptively switched its role between *novice* and *expert* based on children’s current learning state, it controlled how much assistance it provided to the child to better ensure that the child received enough but not too much challenge. This theory may explain why an adaptive robot outperformed either the novice or the expert robots in helping young children learn vocabulary.

**General Discussion:** From the results, it is found that children with a range of learning abilities and vocabulary levels were able to effectively improve their vocabulary after playing the game with a social robot for only two 25-min sessions. In addition, they really enjoyed the game and found it moderately easy, even when they didn’t know the majority of the vocabulary words prior to the study. This effect on children’s learning performance was even more significant when they were interacting with a socially adaptive robot that switched its role between *expert* and *novice* during the game play. From the theory of flow, balancing challenge and capability is essential for achieving the optimal state of learning [111]. Csikszentmihalyi (1991) argues that a learner will become frustrated if experiencing too much challenge; conversely, the learner will become bored when not being challenged enough. Without the presence of a robot learning companion, the WordQuest game alone was too challenging for most of the children to play. Thus, the presence of the robot was to reduce the objective and subjective challenge of the game and build up the children’s action capabilities. The *expert* role of the robot offered assistance, guidance and constructive feedback to children, so it helped reduce the learning difficulty of the game as well as facilitated children’s acquisition of the vocabulary words. On the other hand, the *novice* role of the robot reduced the perceived difficulty that the children felt by showing a growth mindset, cheering the children up, making mistakes and asking the children for help. With such a *novice* learning companion, the children might have felt more comfortable, confident and patient in face of the challenge in the game. Furthermore, an adaptive robot was able to switch between the *novice* role and the *expert* role every child-robot turn based on the children’s learning state to keep a dynamic balance between the child’s perceived challenge and capability during the game play. Thus, an adaptive robot fostered children’s learning from the theory of flow. Furthermore, Vygotsky’s scaffolding theory also suggested that a child’s learning outcomes are maximized when a task is challenging enough but not too difficult to do for the child [112]. An ability to move toward a state of better flow and to adaptively adjust the learning
task’s difficulty level may be the reason why children in the *adaptive* condition outperformed other children.

**Contributions**

Regarding the technical contribution, I developed a child-robot WordQuest system that allows children to learn English words when playing a tablet-based learning game with a robot. This WordQuest system I created integrated game design, social robotics, and ideas from the science of early childhood’s learning together to deliver a playful, engaging and personalized language learning platform for young children. Furthermore, the WordQuest system can be easily extended to incorporate other learning games or new sets of vocabulary words, and the WordQuest app can be used with and without the presence of a physical robot. Thus, this WordQuest system provides a scalable platform that can be used to do long-term studies in the future. Following this, I designed a robot’s role-switching policy model based on the reinforcement learning model. This policy model dictates what role and behaviors the robot should exhibit based on the child’s learning states. This behavior policy model can be easily adapted and applied to other child-robot interaction contexts.

In addition to the technical contribution, my work also sheds light on how to design educational technology for young children and child-technology interaction to foster their learning. The design of the WordQuest learning interaction was inspired by the field of learning science, and its educational value was also evaluated using the design principles for educational apps [27]. My work is the first that directly compares the differential impact of robot’s roles on children’s learning, as well as the first to study the effect of a robot’s adaptive role-switching on young children’s learning. It thus sheds light on how to better design a robot’s adaptive roles in order to promote children’s best learning and engagement. The study’s results showed that the WordQuest system was able to teach children English words effectively. Children, even with signs of attention deficits, were able to learn English words in a 25-min game play, and remember some of the newly learned words three weeks after the study. This effect in learning performance is most significant when the robot could adaptively switch its role. Thus, my work
proposed a new child-technology learning paradigm that enables young children to learn new vocabulary words effectively and joyfully.

**Future Work**

**Child-Robot Interaction Design**

My current work consisted of only two 25-minute learning sessions per child. Future work plans to extend the child-robot game play to continue longer term. Thus, successfully sustaining children’s engagement becomes critical for children’s long-term learning, especially after the novelty effect of social robots on children fades out. A variety of ways can be employed to improve the WordQuest game design and child-robot interaction paradigm to make children’s learning experience more playful and engaging. For example, the WordQuest game can be further improved in terms of its game mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics using Hunicke, LeBlanc, Zubek’s MDA framework for game design [113]. As listed in the MDA framework, the *fantasy* and *narrative*, which refer to game as make-believe and game as drama respectively, are two important components to make a game more aesthetically appealing. These two elements create a more immersive game experience and make the game a more coherent story. These two components are currently lacking in the current version of the WordQuest game and can be added in future version. One way to add *fantasy* and *narrative* is described here. The robot and the child can be situated in a fantastic space where they play as aliens from another planet who are visiting the earth and learning about different aspects of people’s daily life. This storyline will connect all individual learning sessions. There will thus be a series of themes for them to learn about the earth (e.g., animals and weather) and people’s life (e.g., activities). Before the start of each learning sessions, a narrative will be added to inform the children of what theme today’s session is, why they receive this theme and what they will learn out of it. At the end of each learning session, another narrative will be added to recap what the child and robot have learned during the session and what they will learn next time. Adding a storyline to the long-term child-robot WordQuest interaction will help keep the game engaging and playful to children.
Long-term Child-Robot Personalization

The current study consists of only two sessions, but personalization over two interactions limits the amount and variety of data that can be collected. To bring a significant impact to children’s learning, the WordQuest learning interaction needs to become a long-term interaction with the same individual over multiple sessions and tasks. A long-term interaction between a child and a robot would also enable the robot to learn more about each individual child and adapt its interaction with the child to best promote the child’s learning. Thus, I am planning to conduct a long-term study with multiple learning sessions in order to further explore how the robot’s role-switching policy can adapt to individual children and analyze the impact of interacting with a personalized robot on children’s long-term learning and engagement.

In addition, the Personal Robots Group has a suite of language learning games that allow a child and a robot to play together. Each of the game has a different interaction paradigm and addresses a different learning goal of a common curriculum. The WordQuest learning system is one of them, which helps build up children’s vocabulary and cultivate the growth of their inferential thinking. Another one is the Tap game, in which a robot and a child race against each other to read out loud words popped up on the tablet. Although the learning goal for the Tap game is to improve children’s pronunciation, it shares the same curriculum that the WordQuest game is using. This curricular similarity between games make it possible to build transfer models of users across educational games and achieve learning personalization both within and between games. For example, one way to achieve this task transfer is to use data from an individual’s previous interactions to inform the robot’s behaviors and roles during the same individual’s interactions with new games. With a suite of learning games, I will be able to explore how to personalize how the robot should behave across a variety of games to promote each child’s best learning over long-term interactions.
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